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Legibility Index for Examining Common Viewing
Situations: A New Definition Using Solid Angle
Hongyi Cai, Ph.D.1, and Paul A. Green, Ph.D.2
Abstract—The legibility levels of text and graphics can be assessed
using the Legibility Index, conventionally defined as the distance at
which material can be read with perfect accuracy (the legibility
distance) divided by the character height. The ratio equals the inverse
tangent of the visual angle subtended by the character. The definition
assumes that the viewing material is perpendicular to the observer,
which is not always true. Although text and graphics are, in reality,
often viewed not perpendicular to the display, they are rarely studied.
To examine the legibility of characters viewed not perpendicular to the
display, this paper has redefined the Legibility Index as the inverse
square root of the solid angle subtended by the target, based on a
hypothesis that the three-dimensional solid angle, rather than the twodimensional visual angle, both subtended by the character, captures
how people recognize text and graphics that usually have two
significant dimensions (width and height). This hypothesis proves
consistent with how retinal images of text and graphics activate cones
in the fovea of a viewer’s eyes, and has also been verified in a
laboratory using legibility data collected from 20 human subjects. Using
these data, the calculated steady redefined Legibility Index closely
matches the fact that the 20 subjects have similar recognition
performance (critical legibility level with 100 percent accuracy) of text
(same target) under the same lighting conditions (Lb!120 cd/m2,
C%!97.9, zero ambient light) at different viewing angles (perpendicular
or not perpendicular to the displays), while the calculated ratio of
legibility distance to character height rapidly decreases with increased
viewing angles.
Keywords—Legibility Index, viewing angle, text and graphics,
nonperpendicular viewing, solid angle, visual angle, equation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

R

eading text and graphics is a common visual task. Viewing materials can
be presented on a wide variety of displays such as computer screens,
instrument panel displays, billboards, warning placards, signs, classroom
projection screens, blackboards, maps, books, and magazines. These displays are often viewed not perpendicular to the observer. Their purposes are
not well served, however, if the text and graphics are not legible or legible only
when viewed perpendicularly but illegible from other viewing directions as
desired in common viewing situations. Legibility of text or graphics refers to
the observer’s decipherability of the spatial mosaic of strokes of text or details
of graphics presented at a specific scenario, to recognize the established
forms of these characters and the embedded meanings thereof (Gove and
others, 1986). How does the observer recognize text and graphics viewed at
different angles? When viewed, text or graphics form a retinal image in the
center fovea of a viewer’s eyes. The shape and size of the retinal image varies
with the viewing distance from the observer’s eye to the characters and the
viewing angle between the display normal and the observer’s sight line. The
retinal image then activates the underlying cones to fire signals to the cortex
nerves in the brain. For text and graphics to be legible, their retinal images
must be large enough for the underneath cones to discriminate, and must
have enough lighting intensity and contrast to activate these cones. The
observer’s acuity level and age, viewing distance, viewing angle, and lighting
condition are all important factors affecting the legibility of text and graphics.

2 RESEARCH PROBLEM
The legibility level of text and graphics is assessed in practice using a Legibility
Index. The Legibility Index, as LI in (1), has been conventionally defined as the
ratio of the distance at which material can be read with perfect accuracy (the
legibility distance) to the character height (United States Sign Council 1998). As
illustrated in Fig. 1, the ratio equals the inverse tangent of the two-dimensional
visual angle V that text or graphics subtend to the viewer’s eyes.
LI !

D
1
!
H tan"V#

(1)

Where:
LI ! Conventional definition of the Legibility Index
D ! Legibility distance
H ! Normal height of the character
V ! Visual angle subtended by the height of character
The conventional definition assumes that the image being examined is perpendicular to the viewer, which is not always true. In common viewing situations, a
viewer’s sight line to text and graphics often deviates from the display normal. As
illustrated in Fig. 2, when text or graphics are read not perpendicular to the
display, their projected image, which is perpendicular to the sight line, rather
than themselves, forms an inverted retinal image in the center fovea of the
viewer’s eyes. The size of this projected image is smaller than that of the normal
character. The shape of this projected image also changes with the viewing
angle. Accordingly, if extending the conventional definition (LI!D/H) for notperpendicular-to-the-display viewing situations, the projected height, rather
than the normal height, of the viewed text or graphics should be used to
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Fig. 1. Conventional definition of the Legibility Index
(LI).

Fig. 2. Projected image of text
or graphics viewed off the display axis.

calculate the Legibility Index. Thus, to examine not-perpendicular-to-the-display viewing situations, why not simply replace the normal height with the
projected height to redefine the Legibility Index? Unfortunately, this replacement
works solely for linear targets, such as a line with no substantial width. For
common nonlinear targets whose height and width are both substantial, width
cannot be ignored, as illustrated in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3, letter A is viewed from four
different points (P1, P2, P3, and P4), which are located on a horizontal plane at
equal viewing distance D but at different viewing angles. The projected height of
letter A remains constant H at these four points, while the projected width
gradually decreases inversely with the viewing angles. Based on daily experience, at the same distance D, letter A is more difficult to recognize when viewed
off the display axis than when viewed perpendicularly.

3 NEW DEFINITION OF LEGIBILITY INDEX
To assess the legibility levels of characters viewed not perpendicularly to their
displays, a new definition of the Legibility Index is considered necessary to
replace the insufficient D/H ratio. Such new definition should be rooted in an
appropriate way to specify target size and might be indicated in previous
research studies on visual performance. Shlaer (1937) proposed a discussion in
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Fig. 3. Varying projected
widths of letter A viewed from
P1, P2, P3, and P4 vs. constant
projected height.

his study on detail perception that whether a visual area or a distance between
bars of a grating is appropriate to specify the target size. He found that detail
discrimination is a function of distance rather than visual area. Shlaer, Smith,
and Chase (1942), Moon and Spencer (1944), Zwahlen and Schnell (1995), and
Holick and Carlson (2002) developed equations for predicting visual angles
subtended by legible Landolt or single-bar type targets, or text presented on
traffic signs and license plate or roadway signs. Blackwell (1946) used circular
stimuli varied in diameter from 3.6 –121 arcminutes by projecting a spot of light
on white screen for examining contrast thresholds of human eyes. Blackwell
(1959, 1970, 1980) and Blackwell and Blackwell (1971, 1980) used visual angles
of 1– 60 (1, 2, 4, 10, 60) arcminutes to characterize the luminous discs or Landolt
rings used in his studies for developing the visibility model formally adopted by
CIE in 1981. Howell and Kraft (1960) also measured the legibility of alphanumeric symbols in four visual angles from 6 to 37 arcminutes. Bouma, Legein,
Melotte, and Zabel (1982) measured oral reading rates for text whose sizes vary
from 0.3° to 2.8°. Legge, Pelli, Rubin, and Schleske (1985) examined reading
rates for characters in sizes from 3.6$ to 24° at a range of 400:1. Bailey, Clear,
and Berman (1993) used Bailey-Lovie word reading charts on which the strokewidth (1/5 of the height) subtends 0.6 – 6 arcminutes to measure subjects’
reading speed. All these studies used visual angle to specify the target size,
which supports the conventional definition of Legibility Index. However, noticing
the limitations of visual angle for specifying target size in a linear way solely,
other researchers specified target size in two dimensions, both width and height.
For example, Campbell and Robson (1968) used 2° % 2° at viewing distance of
285 cm and 10° % 10° at 57 cm to specify a 10 % 10 cm aperture in which sine-,
square-, saw-tooth-, and rectangular-wave gratings were presented as materials
for examining contrast sensitivity vs. spatial frequency. Rea (1986) defined the
middle digits in the numerical verification task experiment as of 13 arcminutes
wide and 19 arcminutes high. Rea and Quellette (1988) also specified the visual
field as of 12° wide and 7° high where targets were generated on a video screen
in the reaction time experiment. It was further realized by researchers that
visual area of a target subtending solid angles at different distances is actually
a more appropriate way for characterizing target size than visual angle. Kristofferson (1957) found in his experiment that targets of different shapes (square,
discs, triangles, etc.) have almost equivalent threshold visibility as long as they
subtend the same solid angle (Dember 1965; Rea and Quellette 1991). Rea and
Quellette (1988, 1991) used solid angles from 2 % 10-6 to 2.8 % 10-3 steradians
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to specify the target size in their reaction time experiment reading square targets
flashed on video screen for developing the relative visual performance (RVP)
model. Similar ways for specifying target size were also used in the studies of
Kristofferson (1957), Campbell and Robson (1968), Rubin and Siegel (1984),
Legge and others, (1985), and Rea and Kambich (Rea and Quellette 1991). Rea
and Quellette (1991) proposed a hypothesis that visual area of a target subtending in solid angle is better than width, height, or detail spacing, which subtends
in visual angle, to specify target size for both threshold and suprathreshold
visual performance, but without further experimental verification, goal of
present study.
Indicated from those previous studies, this paper has developed the new
definition of Legibility Index as the inverse square root of solid angle & subtended
by the viewing target, as LI$ in (2), based on the hypothesis below. The choice of
the inverse square root of solid angle & rather than simple reciprocal of & for the
form of the new definition is based on two reasons. First, different from threshold
detection for visibility, legibility deals with suprathreshold visual performance,
where Piper’s law (L % !A ! C, where L!threshold luminance of the stimulus,
A!area of the stimulus, C!constant) holds for a legible character slightly larger
than the critical area (Boff, Kaufman, and Thomas 1986). In Piper’s law, target
area A is in square root that shall be compatible with the new definition. Second,
the new definition should also be consistent in dimension with the conventional
definition for perpendicular viewing.
LI$!

!

1
&

(2)

Where:
LI$ ! Redefined Legibility Index for both perpendicular and nonperpendicular
viewing
& ! Solid angle subtended by any text and graphics to the retina of the
observer’s eyes
Hypothesis: the three-dimensional solid angle &, rather than the twodimensional visual angle V, both subtended by the characters under
viewing, captures how people recognize text and graphics that usually have
two significant dimensions (width and height).
LI$ is the essential form for assessing the legibility levels of text and graphics
viewed both perpendicularly and not perpendicularly. LI$ can be further developed into (4) by substituting the definition of solid angle &, as defined in (3) and
illustrated in Fig. 4. In addition, based on the geometrical relationship shown in
Fig. 5, the incident angle ' in (4) can be substituted by the horizontal viewing
angles ( and the vertical viewing angle ), using cos ' ! cos ( cos ) , we get (5).
Equation (5) is the expanded form of the redefined Legibility Index (LI$) for
common not-perpendicular-to-the-display viewing situations, taking into account horizontal and vertical viewing angles. In particular, (5) also examines
perpendicular viewing situations when zero value is assigned to the horizontal
and vertical viewing angles. Thus, the redefined Legibility Index LI$ in (5) fits
general viewing situations.
&!

A
cos '
D2

(3)
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Fig. 4. Definition of solid angle
! (Rea 2000, Fig. 9 –1, p. 9 –2).

Fig. 5. Off-the-display-axis
viewing of target and the incident angle ".

Where:
& ! Solid angle subtended by character to the retina of observer’s eyes
' ! Incident angle between the sight line OP and display normal OQ
A ! Normal character area
D ! Viewing distance
LI$!

D

!

D

!A ! cos ' !A

LI$ !

"cos '#*0.5

D
D
" 0.5
"cos)# " 0.5
!
!A ! cos(cos) !A"cos(#

(4)
(5)

Where:
LI$ ! Redefined Legibility Index for both perpendicular and nonperpendicular
viewing
D ! Legibility distance
A ! Normal character area
' ! Incident angle between the sight line OP and display normal OQ
( ! Horizontal viewing angle
) ! Vertical viewing angle
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The normal area (A) examined in (4) and (5) is measured differently for letters or
graphics. Letters A+Z have different established forms. The spatial distribution
of strokes, including strokewidth, orientations of strokes, and spacing between
strokes, determines which letter it is. Even for the same letter, the spatial
distribution of its strokes varies with font. Therefore, the spatial mosaic of each
letter’s strokes is crucial for its legibility, as important as the size of the letter.
This finding is also true for some specific graphics with established forms (for
example, ,, /, -, %, .). Conclusively, the normal area (A) of letters or specific
graphics with established forms should be defined as the product of width
multiplied by height, to take both the orientations of text strokes or graphic
details and the spacing between them into account, as shown in Fig. 6a and 6b.
Fig. 6. Different measurements of normal area A: text
(A#W$H); Graphics with established forms (A#W’$H’),
and Random graphics (A#area
summation of all details).

In practice, areas of text have been measured using height and width. However, for
random graphics, the spatial mosaic of the details has no established forms and
preset meaning for their legibility. The normal area (A) of random graphics is
therefore defined as the summation of the areas of all details, as shown in Fig. 6c.
For text and graphics using width and height to define their normal area A (A
! W ! H ), (5) can be further expounded as (6) by replacing A with width W and
height H. When (!0, )!0 in (6), we get (7) to calculate the Legibility Index
LI$perpendicular for perpendicular viewing. Comparing (7) and (1), we get (8).
Apparently, the conventional definition of Legibility Index assumes that the
height-to-width ratio of any text or graphics equals 1, which is not always true
in reality. By using (8), values of the conventional Legibility Index LI, which are
widely accepted in the signage industry, can be converted into the redefined
definition LI$perpendicular.
LI$ !

!A

D
! cos ( cos )

!

D ! !r
"cos (#*0.5)"cos )#*0.5
H

(6)

Where:
LI$ ! Redefined Legibility Index for both perpendicular and nonperpendicular
viewing
D ! Legibility distance
A ! Normal character area,
A ! W ! H , for text and graphics using width and height to define area
H ! Character height
W ! Character width
r ! Height-to-width ratio of character, r ! H/W
( ! Horizontal viewing angle
) ! Vertical viewing angle
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(7)
(8)

Where:
LI$perpendicular ! Redefined Legibility Index for perpendicular viewing only
D ! Legibility distance
A ! Normal character area, A ! W ! H, for characters using width
and height to define area
H ! Character height
W ! Character width
r ! Height-to-width ratio of character, r ! H/W
LI ! Conventional definition of Legibility Index

4 VERIFICATION OF THE HYPOTHESIS
4.1 PHYSIOLOGICAL FOUNDATRION
For legibility, the retinal images of materials are focused in the center fovea of an
observer’s eyes which, given enough light, activate the underlying cones. These
foveal cones are very tightly packed and form a two-dimensional triangular
array, with no strong orientation dependencies, as illustrated in Fig. 7 (Wandell
1995). This dense representation of the foveal cones suggests that the spatial
mosaic of the cones must be important for the visual encoding (recognition) of
text and graphics (Wolken 1966; Hendee 1993; Wandell 1995; Boff and others,
1986). The legibility level of characters viewed perpendicularly to their displays
or not is eventually determined by the quantity and spatial distribution of the
activated cones. Different text or graphics have different spatial distributions of
their activated cones in the center fovea. The conventional definition of Legibility
Index (LI!D/H) uses only one dimension (usually height) of the characters to
assess their legibility level; width is irrelevant. The reasonable explanation for
this assumption is that the cones activated by the retinal images must be
linearly distributed in the center fovea of the viewer’s eyes. In reality, this is true
only for a line or other linear targets with no width, as illustrated in Fig. 7a. For
linear targets, visual angle V (V!arctan (H/D), as shown in Fig. 1 previously) is
sufficient for assessing their legibility. However, an absolute linear viewing
target is uncommon. For a wide variety of nonlinear targets in reality, the retinal
images usually have two significant dimensions (both width and height) and
activate a two-dimensional collection of cones, as illustrated in Fig. 7b. For
nonlinear targets, the two-dimensional visual angle V is insufficient for examining the two-dimensional collection of activated cones. Instead, the threedimensional solid angle & should be used for this purpose.
4.2 LABORATORY EXPERIMENT
To further verify the hypothesis, an experiment was carried out in a lighting
laboratory at the University of Michigan Transportation Research Institute
(UMTRI). In this experiment, 20 young human subjects were asked to recognize
viewing materials presented at 16 different incident angles under the same
lighting condition (image background luminance Lb!120 cd/m2, image contrast
C%!97.9, zero ambient light). Fig. 8 shows the experimental setup under full
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Fig. 7. Retinal images of a bar,
text (E, S) and a disc in the
fovea with underlying activated cones (bright spots), the
background pixels (dark spots)
are the spatial mosaic of cones
in the fovea (Wandell 1995,
Fig. 3.4, p. 49).

ceiling light, which was turned off during the experiment to maintain a zero
ambient light level.
As shown in Fig. 8, a dimmable light case lit by two fluorescent T8 tubes
(daylight white) was placed on a desk at one end of the laboratory while subjects
sat 6.1 m (20 ft) away with their head on a chin rest to fix the viewing distance.
Subjects were required to be 20 –29 years old (to minimize the aging effect of
human eyes on legibility), with binocular eyesight of 20/20 or better (20/20,
20/16, or 20/12.5, with or without glasses) and normal color vision. Visual
materials were attached to the opalescent surface of the light case, whose
surface luminance (Lb) was able to be dimmed from 1150 cd/m2 to 16 cd/m2,
with an average uniformity of 89.5 percent (min/max) at 5 different light levels
(22.2, 63.5, 117.0, 485.7, and 1150 cd/m2). During the experiment, the light
case was horizontally rotated ((!0°, 30°, 60°, 75°) and vertically tilted ()!0°,
287
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Fig. 8. Equipments installed
in the lighting laboratory at
UMTRI.

TABLE 1.
Total 16 incident angles "
examined in the laboratory
experiment (cos" # cos%cos&)

Horz. angle (
in deg

Vert. angle )
in deg

Incident angle '
in deg

0

0

0.0

30

0

30.0
31.5

0

31.5

30

31.5

42.4

0

46.5

46.5

30

46.5

53.4

60

0

60.0
61.0

0

61

60

31.5

64.8

30

61

65.2

60

46.5

69.9

75

0

75.0

60

61

76.0

75

31.5

77.3

75

46.5

79.7

75

61

82.8

31.5°, 46.5°, 61°) to provide 4 % 4 ! 16 incident angles ', as calculated in TABLE
1. To simulate an ideal diffusive surface, the surface luminance (Lb) of the light
case was purposely dimmed to a constant 120 cd/m2 for all 16 viewing angles.
A recently calibrated meter Minolta LS-100 mounted on a tripod was used to
measure the luminances in this experiment.
In terms of visual materials, this experiment used letter Es as a single visual
task to test the hypothesis because of two reasons. First, legibility is a task
performance involving nonvisual components such as eye motions and brain
cognition (Kambich 1991). Materials presented for legibility have sufficient
exposure time, which is much longer than the detection time quantified in Rea’s
Reaction Time (RT) model (Clear and Berman 1990). Findings of Kristofferson
(1957), Campbell and Robson (1968), Legge and others, (1985), Rubin and Siegel
(1984), Rea and Kambich (cited in Rea and Quellette 1991) and Rea and
Quellette (1991) that target details or high spatial frequencies are relatively
unimportant for visual detection (visibility) when compared to the visual area is
not justified for legibility tasks (Bailey, Clear, and Berman 1993; Rea and
Quellette 1991). Clearly, the spatial mosaic of strokes of text or details of
graphics is critical for legibility. Legibility levels of different characters subtending equivalent solid angle vary with their high spatial frequency. Consequently,
to exclude individual distraction on legibility, a single character is preferred than
288
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Fig. 9. Index of legibility difficulty for standard highway alphabet letters A-Z (Zwahlen
and Schnell 1999, Fig. 2, p.
144).

a group of mixed characters, such as words or random character strings, to
Fig. 10. E-charts as viewing
materials.

simplify the experiment and concentrate on the key variables (solid angle & and
visual angle V subtended by the viewing target at different incident angle ') to
verify the hypothesis. Second, legibility tasks in daily life, like reading signs,
commonly involve text as whole or partial target, thus, a letter is used in the
experiment whose high spatial frequency information is representative of all
types of single character for testing the hypothesis purpose. The readability of 26
letters with different high spatial frequency is shown in Fig. 9. The eventual
choice is the letter E with a height-to-width ratio H/W!1 and a height-tostrokewidth ratio H/Sw!5, because of its easy readability (difficulty index
equals 1 in Fig. 9) and popularity in practice. As shown in Fig. 10, seven lines of
letter Es of increasing size, random orientation, and positive contrast of black on
white with average luminance contrast of 97.9 (C%) constitute a single E-chart,
which was printed on transparencies and then attached on clear acrylic sheets.
Subjects were asked to recognize the orientations of different lines of letter Es.
Usually, two E-charts of the same sizes of letter Es but different random
orientations were used together and attached on one clear acrylic sheet, to
double check the reading performance of subjects at threshold legibility with 100
percent accuracy. A total of 48 E-chart sheets were used in this experiment to
accommodate three levels of eyesight (20/20, 20/16, 20/12.5) and 16 incident
angles.
Each subject had 16 tests during his/her participation, corresponding to the
16 incident angles (') listed in TABLE 1 previously. Fig. 11 shows the actual
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Fig. 11. Viewing scenarios of
16 tests in the laboratory for
acuity 20/20 with constant
background luminance, image
contrast, and zero ambient
light.

viewing scenarios of the 16 tests for acuity level 20/20 in the laboratory. For
each test, background luminance of letter Es Lb!120 cd/m2, image luminance
contrast C%!97.9, and ambient light remained zero. The constant lighting
condition excluded the noise of lighting variation on legibility, and thus focused
on the viewing angles to compare the conventional and redefined Legibility Index
at on- and off-axis viewing situations. The threshold legible heights (H) of text
recognized by the 20 subjects with 100 percent accuracy (no guessing was
allowed) at each of the 16 tests were collected and then used to calculate the
redefined Legibility Index, as LI$ in (6) previously, and the D/H ratio (D is the
legibility distance at constant 6.1 m). In the perpendicular-to-the-display viewing, the D/H ratio is the conventional Legibility Index, as LI in (1) previously. In
the other 15 nonperpendicular tests, the D/H ratio no longer represents LI, but
was used only for comparison to verify the hypothesis. The calculated LI$ and
D/H ratio at three acuity levels and 16 incident angles are illustrated in Fig. 12.
Three outcomes are illustrated in Fig. 12. First, for each eyesight level (20/20,
20/16, or 20/12.5), except for perpendicular viewing, gaps exist between the
values of LI$ and D/H ratio at the 15 not-perpendicular-to-the-display viewing
situations, and rapidly increase with the incident angles. Second, when incident
angle ' is less than approximately 708, subjects with the same eyesight level
have steady reading performance, assessed by the almost equivalent LI$. When
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Fig. 12. Redefined Legibility
Index (LI") vs. D/H ratio of legibility distance to the character height at 16 viewing
angles.
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the incident angle ' is larger than approximately 70°, subjects’ reading performance decreases, as indicated by the decreased LI$. Third, in contrast to the
steady values of LI$ at incident angles from 0° to 70°, the D/H ratios keep going
down when the viewing angle is increased. Theoretically, the power for discriminating characters is determined by the viewer’s eyesight, the size and geometrical characteristics of text or graphic viewed, lighting conditions (for example,
target luminance Lt, background luminance Lb, adapting luminance La, and
luminance contrast C), color difference, lamp spectrum, and other physical
factors, but is independent of the viewing angles for looking at the target. In Fig.
12, when incident angle 0° # ' # 70°, the steady redefined Legibility Index LI$
closely matches the fact that the 20 subjects have the same recognition
performance (threshold legibility levels with 100 percent accuracy) of letter Es
under the same lighting conditions (Lb!120 cd/m2, C%!97.9, zero ambient
light). However, when the target is viewed extremely off axis (' / 70°), their
retinal images are severely distorted, which harms the observer’s reading habit
and starts to dominate the reading performance and decrease the LI$. As shown
in Fig. 12, the enlarging gaps between the steady LI$ and decreasing D/H ratio at
increasing viewing angles indicate that the D/H ratio is no longer appropriate for
assessing the legibility levels of text viewed not perpendicular to the display.
Consequently, the redefined Legibility Index (LI$) better reflects the discrimination power of human eyes in a specific visual environment, and is thus validated
for replacing the D/H ratios for common viewing.

5 APPLICATION OF THE NEW DEFINITION IN PRACTICE
The redefined Legibility Index (LI$) has two different applications in practice.
First, LI$ can be used to assess the legibility levels of text or graphics viewed not
perpendicularly across the viewing scenario, calculated using (4), (5) or (6)
previously. Second, when the legibility levels of text or graphics are already
known or assigned for a specific viewing scenario, (9) or (10), which are
re-expressed from (6), can then be used to predict the legible size and orientation
of characters viewed across the scene. Specifically, (10) is used for random
graphics whose area cannot be simply calculated using width and height.
H!

D ! !r
"cos (#*0.5"cos )#*0.5
LI$

A !

D2
"LI$#2 ! cos ( cos )

(9)
(10)

Where:
LI$ ! Redefined Legibility Index for both perpendicular and nonperpendicular
viewing
D ! Legibility distance
H ! Character height
W ! Character width
A ! Normal character area
A ! W ! H , for characters using width and height to define area
A ! summation of areas of all details, for random graphics
r ! Height-to-width ratio of character, r ! H/W
( ! Horizontal viewing angle
) ! Vertical viewing angle
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Both conventional and new definitions of Legibility Index have no unit. For
convenience, however, the conventional definition commonly used in the signage
industry has a unit expressed as feet/inch for viewing distance over character
height. In addition, legible characters presented in the built environments
subtend solid angles in a wide range from 1.783 % 10-13 sr for normal eyesight
level 20/20 of population, which is recommended as the minimum value for
enhanced legible environments, to probably a maximum 20 sr subtended by the
half viewing sphere in front of the observer. Thus, the value of new Legibility
Index approximately ranges from 0.4 to 2.373 % 106 (legible for acuity 20/20), or
larger (for acuity better than 20/20), no unit.

6 CONCLUSIONS
Capturing how people recognize text and graphics, a new definition of the
Legibility Index (LI$) based on the three-dimensional solid angle & has been
developed in this research, as LI$ ! 11/& . After substituting the definition of
solid angle &, this new definition can be further expressed as LI$ ! (D/1A)(cos
')*0.5 (D is the legibility distance; A is the normal character area; ' is the incident
angle). For text and graphics using width and height to define their normal area,
LI$ ! (D ! 1r/H)(cos ()*0.5(cos ))*0.5 (H is the character height; r is the
height-to-width ratio; ( and ) are the horizontal and vertical viewing angles).
This equation has offered researchers a new measure for calculating the
Legibility Index of text or graphics viewed not perpendicularly. It can also
examine text and graphics viewed perpendicularly, by setting the incident angle
to zero: LI$perpendicular ! (D/H) ! 1r . On the other hand, since character size (H or
A) is often desired in practice, this definition can also be used to predict the
geometries and orientations of text or graphics viewed not perpendicularly, when
legibility levels (measured using the Legibility Index) are assigned, using H ! (D
! 1r/LI$)(cos ()*0.5(cos ))*0.5 , or A ! D2/((LI$)2 ! cos ( cos )).
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